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Target Audience: This paper is designed to bridge the gap for many us actors at the telecom industry, it is targeting engineers who 
have invested to develop their technological skills in the various verticals of the industry, while not having the opportunity to get 
familiar with the economics and commercial drivers behind the telecom industry's evolution. This paper also serves as educational 
material for non-engineers who are interested in understanding the changes in the telecom business models. 
University students and tech savvy internet users may also refer to this paper to grasp the trends in the telecom markets and their 
links to the rapidly evolving digital markets. In order to be accessible to all, this whitepaper simplifies certain concepts in easy 
layman terms for the general public to interact. 
Readers are invited to collaborate with the author through the interactive platform, that is designed to consult with the experts 
and the general public, which is available at the DigiConomy website1. 
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Overview 
In a world where more life functions are being 

digitized, notably in 2020 as the covid-19 pandemic 

has been influencing all parts of the globe and the 

society, an increasing amount of the social and 

business activities are being realized over the public 

Internet. In many countries, mobile access is the main 

access to the Internet for the general public. Although 

the Internet has grown from fixed access networks, 

nowadays there are more mobile Internet users than 

fixed Internet users (ie users that access the Internet 

from a fixed location)2. Societies have grown 

dependent on mobile Internet from an end-users 

perspective, however the traffic from the mobile 

devices is eventually relying on fixed networks of 

connections that enable the end-users to access and 

use the desired digital services. 

With the growing demand of reliable connectivity in 
our era of rapid development at every industry, the 
Telecom industry has not only evolved to become an 
industry of its own but it has become a necessary 
infrastructure for other industries to strive and for 
economies to flourish. However, for the telecom 
industry to continue evolving, it must be economically 
sustainable for competitors to enter the various 
telecom markets. We will discuss the evolution of the 
telecom markets and the competition aspects in a 
separate whitepaper3. 
For the general public, ie the consumers, connectivity 
means the Internet connection they subscribe to 
from the Internet Service Provider (ISP) to access 
digital services (which are referred to ‘Digital Service 
Platforms’) such as websites, social media 
applications, etc. (as depicted in Figure 1). It is 
important to appreciate that the telecom industry is 
one of the major enablers for a Digital Society, part 
of a jigsaw puzzle, thus governments and policy 
makers are realizing that connectivity and the 
telecom industry as a whole is only a part of the 
overall digital ecosystem that needs to be 
monetized through smart investments. We will 
deep-dive in details and explain the Digital 
Services Platforms and the Digital Ecosystem in a 
separate whitepaper.  
 
However, what the general public does not 
necessarily realize, is that ISPs need to develop and 
maintain local and international networks on a daily 

 
2 Source: GSMA State of Mobile Internet Connectivity Report-2020 
3 Visit http://www.digiconomy.info/ for future publications 

basis, for such a reliable Internet service to be 
seamlessly accessed by consumers to reach their 
desired digital service platforms. In addition, 
enterprise customers, governments offices and large 
organizations have also critically grown to depend on 
reliable secure private connectivity (that is not part of 
the Internet) known as private intra-nets that are 
connected through what is called Private Leased Lines 
(PLCs), whereby Telcos operate seamlessly for those 
organizations to provide their own customers, such as 
for example eGovernment users accessing their own 
personalized services on the e-government website, 
or consumers accessing their own bank account to 
realize financial transactions through a mobile app.  
Telcos continually develop and operate their core 
Transport Networks, which usually are depicted with 
cloud icons (as in Figure 1 above) to focus on 
simplifying the end-to-end services traffic flow, rather 
than presenting a complex core Transport Telecom 
Network that may consist of hundreds or thousands 
of interconnected devices. 

http://www.digiconomy.info/


 

Key takeaway messages 

This paper will deep-dive in the technologies of 
Telecom Transport Network clouds with the below 
main message: 

• Telcos efficiently engineered core Transport 
Networks to efficiently serve the different 
market needs meeting consumer rapid 
behavior changes and Quality of Experience 
(QOE). 

• Telcos established wholesale commercial 
models to meet the growing demand of their 
customers from different telecom markets, 
by offering different Passive and Active 
transport capacity as-a-service products. 

• Regulators and policy makers are looking at 
new investments in Digital economies to 
focus on the big picture rather than only 
focusing on traditional telecoms connectivity, 
with the lens of efficiently supporting the 
growth of sustainable competition within the 
telecom markets. 

  

Introduction to Core Transport/Transmission 

Networks 
Transport Networks can easily be depicted as the roads 
and streets of which vehicles such as cars, buses and 
trucks move through. Similar to the road’s networks in 
major cities, Core Telecom Transports Networks are 
designed to serve smaller roads that reach households, 
business premises and government buildings to be 
served with Telecom services. However, the main 
differences are that Telcos aggregate Access lines of 
telecom Networks (which are the last mile connections 
terminated at each premises) at serving exchanges 
that are collocated within geographical areas such as 
residential suburbs or business areas. 
Telecom Access Networks will be briefly highlighted 
below. However, more Technical details about 
Telecom Access Networks (and Next Generation 
Access Networks) can be found within our 
Types and Evolution of Next generation 
Access Networks whitepaper5.  
Meanwhile, like how a student takes a bus 
to reach his school using the public 
transport system, a customer can 
reach a digital services platform (such 
as the Internet) by using Telecom Transport 
Network. 

 
5 Visit http://www.digiconomy.info/ for future publications 

  
The main function of a core transport network within 
a telecom service provider is to transport traffic of 
thousands of customers that are collocated at a certain 
geographic area (and aggregated at the nearest 
serving exchange) to reach a certain Service platform 
(such as the Internet or to establish a voice call to 
another customer), or to transport traffic for 
enterprise businesses such as a banks (data between 
branch A and the HQ of the bank), as illustrated in 
Figure 2. 
It is important to appreciate that there are Fixed 
Wireline as well as Wireless transport networks. 
Wireline (such as fiber or copper mediums) are 
generally preferred to be used by Telcos to connect 
devices of the Core Transport Networks due to their 
physical nature that guarantees higher reliability 
compared to the Wireless connections that leverage 
the open air spectrum as a medium of transporting 
signals.  
However, due to the high deployment costs of the 
Fixed Wireline infrastructure and its slower installation 
timeframes, operators will always keep on leveraging 
Wireless transport networks to connect remote 
geographical areas or to meet urgent demands instead 
of establishing fiber links between two locations. 
However, for long term connections, operators will 
always plan-ahead to establish fiber links to connect 
their devices part of the core Transmission Networks.  
With the introduction of new advanced technologies 
such as Edge Computing (EC), digital platform 
providers and Connectivity Service Providers are 
collaborating to offload Transport Networks from 
data-demand strains, aiming to  
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enhance the consumer’s Quality of Experience (QoE) 
by bringing digital content and computing power 
closer to the edge of the networks (where customers 
are geographically densified) instead of the traditional 
content delivery mechanisms. Advantages of Edge 
Computing, distributed Cloud Computing and 
advancement in their business model as well as used 
cases for more efficient Transport Networks will be 
discussed within The Evolution of EC Wholesale 
Business Models whitepaper. 
 

Types of Core Transport Networks 
Telecom operators, whether Mobile Telecom service 
providers or Fixed Telecom Service providers, will face 
the ‘build or buy’ economic question during their 
demand forecasting stage and the targeted telecom 
markets to be served. Due to the rapid growth in 
demand and continues dependency on telecom 
services from almost every other sector in the 
economy, operators scale their Core Transport 
Networks to control their own organic growth to meet 
sudden spikes of traffic during emergency events such 
as the COVID19 pandemic.   
At its simplest form, as illustrated in Figure 3, 
Transport networks consists of active devices 
located at different geographic locations (or 
cities) to transport traffic of aggregated 
telecom services that are originated from a 
population and usually is destined towards 
multiple service platforms. 
  
The technologies of those active devices which 
make up the Core Transport Networks will be 
detailed in a separate Active Telecom Core Transport 
Networks whitepaper, to ensure fairness is given when 
explaining the importance of the active components of 
the Transport networks. Meanwhile there are many 
technologies for different purposes at the different 
virtual network layers, the most popular core network 
technologies are the Wavelength-division multiplexing 
(WDM), Synchronous Optical Networking (SONET) and 
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) networks. 
  
However, this whitepaper will deep-dive into the links 
that connect those active devices of the Core 
Transport Networks ('Core Network Links' which are 
depicted in Figure 3), and compares the  connectivity 
models that operators have evolved to, rather than 
those technologies which Telcos deploy at the two 
ends of the Core Network Links. 
Note, the term 'active' is used for equipment/devices 
or links which are connected to an electricity power 

supply and transmits electrical signals; on the other 
hand, 'passive' refers to equipment or network 
elements which are static and don’t need electricity 
power supply to operate. 
Before we deep-dive into the types of connectivity 
between active core devices of a transport network, it 
is important to highlight that designs of certain Mobile 
Network Operators (MNO) considers microwave-links 
as a possible substitute for the backhaul connectivity 
of cell-towers to the transport networks, especially at 
fiber-denied environments, whereby certain cell-sites 
could be configured as the hub microwave site that is 
serving many other cell-sites which are considered 
spokes for this hub site (as illustrated Figure 4). 
  

  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Technically, those links which carry the traffic from a 
cell-site back into the core transport network are 
referred to as Mobile Backhauling (MBH) links. Which 
as the term may refer to, it backhauls (transports) the 
traffic from the cell site back to the service platforms 
through the transport network. 
With the advancement in Mobile Technology and the 
continued evolution of 4g and 5g, the transport 
network serving MNOs has evolved too, where new 
concepts have emerged for the need of 'fronthaul' and 
'middle-haul' links. Thus, they are all categorized to be 
termed as xHaul transport connections, which we will 
cover in another dedicated white paper covering the 
evolution of Transport Networks serving Mobile 
services. 



Those Mobile backhaul (MBH) links and the links that 
connect devices of the core transport connections (as 
depicted in figure 4) are ideally designed and built by 
the Telcos themselves, whether Mobile or fixed 
telecom operators. Telecom service providers always 
need to control their infrastructure to guarantee 
competitive service level agreements (SLAs), we 
will also deep dive into The Evolution of 
Telecom connectivity SLAs in a 
separate dedicated 
whitepaper, presenting how 
competitive the telecom 
market has become in 
differentiating the 
quality of consumer 
experience and 
guaranteeing highly 
reliable telecom 
services, especially for 
corporate and large enterprise 
customers. A total of 220 million 5G subscriptions 
are expected by 2021, and it is forecasted that 3.5 
billion 5G subscriptions globally by 2026, accounting 
for around 40% of all mobile subscriptions at that 
time6. 
 
However, Telcos cannot always have the luxury of  
building and managing their own connectivity 
infrastructure in all jurisdictions nor it is commercially 
viable for all telecom service providers to build and 
manage all of their core transport network links from 
bottom-up. There are engineering rules that the 
technology team of an operator will always prefer to 
maintain, ensuring certain level of minimum quality of 
service (QoS) and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 
are met. However, if commercially or legally (from 
policy prospective) it is not feasible to build (lay) and 
directly manage those core transport connectivity 
links, then other technical and commercial solutions 
has been developed by the industry, and this is the 
essence of this white paper. 

 

How operators have adopted their network 

development models to meet the growing 

demands of their customers from different 

Telecom markets? 
Telecom service providers aggregate, and transport 
multiple telecom services offered to a local 
geographical area regardless of the: 
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1. type of customers, being residential, small 

business, large enterprise corporates or 
government services; or  

2. the access network technology, being fixed 
wired, fixed wireless or mobile devices that 
connects end users to access telecom service 
platforms; or  

3. any type of telecom service, such as fixed 
telephony, mobile telephony, fixed internet, 
mobile internet.  

As highlighted above, it is not scalable, nor it is efficient 
at the access network to physically deploy (lay) a wired 
connection from each customer towards each service 
platform. Therefore operators, connect each customer 
with a telecom device (with a wired or wireless 
connection) at the customer premises (as depicted in 
figure 5) where the telecom service provider can 
manage this device remotely. This end device may be 
called with many interchangeable terms, such as a 
customer premises equipment (CPE), home gateway 
(HG), optical network unit (ONU) or even a home 
router. Those end connections (whether wired or 
wireless) get terminated at Access Network Equipment 
which are hosted within the local exchanges, such as 
an Optical Line Terminal (OLT) in the case of fiber to 
the home (FttH) deployments. 



This is where the “magic” starts for the telecom 
services, where Telcos deploy what is so called ‘virtual 
connections’ for higher scalability and efficiency 
purposes.  
Telcos starts aggregating hundreds (even thousands) 
of customer connections (wired physical, or wireless) 
into a single physical connection by using virtual 
connections within a single physical pipe, typically 

(and at most instances) those virtual pipes 
(connections) use network protocols such as Virtual 
Local Access Networks (VLAN connections) to 
aggregate thousands of customers that are distended 
towards the same service platform (such as the 
internet) into a single VLAN. It is important to notice 
that this is not the only technology that is being used, 
however it’s the most popular due to its simplified 
operations and ease of scalability for point to point 
connections; other more advanced (complex) 
technologies include Layer 3 Virtual Private Networks 
(L3 VPNs). 
Telcos also configure virtual pipelines for each public 
service or private enterprise corporate customers, 
which allows the telecom operator to assure and offer 

differentiated Quality of Service (QoS) meeting 
attributes of KPIs for Telecom-grade services related to 
the general public, as well as advanced service quality 
for larger enterprise customers to establish their own 
private intra-nets among their branches and 
employees on the move, which could be located even 
internationally and not necessarily only locally based in 
a single country. 

Those aggregation devices, of which the active 
technology will be detailed in a separate whitepaper, 
comprises the first edge of the core Transport Network 
which must be connected with highly reliable backend 
connections, as depicted in Figure 5, referred to as 
Core Transport Links. A failure of a single link at this 
level of the network would impact (or even blackout) a 
whole geographic area from all telecom services. 
Therefore, Telcos has been growingly depending on 
scalable and efficient connections at this core 
transport network with highly resilient and redundant 
solution for critical connections. 
As highlighted above, engineering teams of the Telcos 
would always prefer to manage those transport 
connections to always be on top of any faults and 



upgrades rather than depending on external third 
party contractors, to be able to meet the commercial 
and sales teams requirements of meeting certain levels 
of quality of telecom services to fiercely compete in 
today’s telecom markets. 
Those commercial requirements stem from many 
reasons, such as ease of deployments, quicker time to 
market a service or quicker time frames to extend a 
telecom service to newly developed areas, meeting 
the required quality of service demanded by large 
enterprise customers and local 
government/authorities. However, operators will not 
always be able to dig and lay new cable infrastructure 
to connect their core network devices. Which created 
the opportunity for Telcos to evolved commercial 
models to connect those network elements within 
their core Transport Networks, and even wholesale 
Telcos (or wholesale units within those Telcos) has 
emerged in the telecom industry to offer large high-
capacity connectivity services to Telecom operators. 
Telcos have developed Connectivity management 
platforms (CMPs) which enable them (and their 
enterprise customers) to manage their 
connectivity 
subscriptions 
and monitor 
their usage. 
Demand on 
such 
connectivity 
platforms 
will grow with 
the exponential 
explosion of the Internet 
of Things (IoT) use cases as anywhere-
connectivity models. It is forecasted that 
90% of all IoT (to reach 4.8 billion) 
connections will be managed through a CMP by 
2028 (up from 75% in 2019)7. As such models 
addresses the enterprises’ growing need to 
keep track of connectivity contracts, optimizes 
data usage and integrate billing and traffic data 
with their back-end systems. 
 

 

 

 
7 Source: Analysys mason - CMPs Nov 2020. 

How has Telecom operators evolved their 

connectivity commercial models? 

As briefly highlighted so far, it is not only the technical 
engineering rules that have the final decision on the 
type of connectivity between devices within the Core 
Transport Networks. That is why commercial teams 
alongside telecom engineers always need to strike 
commercial middle grounds to decide on the most 
cost-effective and efficient type of connectivity that 
best suites the required links to connect core transport 
equipment within the Transport Networks. 
The main types of connections that operators can 
chose from, are either Passive connections or Active 
connections, whereby each will be detailed below. 
Meanwhile, it must be noted that passive connections 
mainly involve civil (non-telecom) constructions with a 
Fiber optic cable laid within, before it is connected 
inside the exchange to the equipment, as depicted in 
figure 6. Telecom operators will only be able to light up 
(activate) the cable once this civil work is completed  
and a fiber cable is handed over to the 

engineering team to light-
up the connection at 

the two ends of 
the fiber cable. 
On the other 

hand, Active 



connections is where a telecom operator (or a telecom 
wholesaler in most cases) builds and manages all the 
passive construction work before lighting-up the dark 
fiber optic cable when connecting it to the active 
equipment, before it can starts leasing capacity-based 
aggregated connections. So basically, an active 
connection is a capacity based with additional value-
add features, which will be further explained below. 
 
Passive connections-of core Transport Networks- 
come in three main varieties which range from: 

1. Trenches and Ducts, whereby the Telecom 
operator digs its own trenches and ducts into the 
ground across the city and lays their own fiber optic 
cables within those ducts; 

2. A Telecom operator subleases an existing duct from 
an existing utility provider (or an existing telecom 
operator) who has previously dug its own trenches, 
whereby the telecom operator leases readymade 
ducts to lay their own Fiber optic cables; and the 
last option is 

3. The Telecom Operator rents a dark fiber optic 
cables from an existing utility provider (or an 
existing telecom operator) who has previously laid 
its own fiber optic cables. It is important to note 
that Telcos at such a core layer of its network needs 
at least 2 strands of fibers (which are termed as a 
pair of core dark fiber optic strands), to dedicate 
one strand for Transmit signals while the other is 
dedicated for Receiving signals. Simply one strand 
of fiber is for transmitting from point A-to-B while 
the other strand is used to transmit from point B-
to-A. In recent deployments, a single fiber cable 
consists of at least 144 fiber strands, which would 
produce 72 pairs (as depicted in figure 6) which can 
be used for 72 dedicated active connections of 
which speeds, capacities and protocols will depend 
on the technology of the active devices 
that will be connected on the two-ends 
of those strands, those active 
connections and its capabilities will be 
further explored below. Although those 
are the main models of which Telcos 
deal with, depending on the available 
licensing regime and the business 
requirement (for the connections 
required), operators ideally will use a 
mix of those types (where allowed). 

 Telcos historically got used to managing 
the entire infrastructure layers, however, 
their business models are growingly evolving 

 
8 ISO/IEC 7498-1:1994 - https://www.iso.org/standard/20269.html 

into what they can do best (which is focusing on 
providing and guarantying the highest quality of 
telecom services) while outsourcing the passive 
infrastructure to 3rd party providers who are only 
dedicated to such civil and infrastructure works. 
However, as explained above, Telcos will always prefer 
to control the actual dark fiber optic (or the whole 
cable of fibers) to ensure that they can monitor and 
manage those resources and set their own QoS SLAs to 
meet consumer demands. On the other hand, Active 
connections, which needs a passive connection as the 
underlying infrastructure for an active connection to 
be activated, comes in many options too. It is strongly 
recommended to briefly review the Open Systems 
Interconnection model (OSI model, Figure 78) which is 
a conceptual model that characterizes and 
standardizes the communication functions of a 
telecommunication or computing system without 
regard to its underlying internal structure and 
technology. 
 
Active connections, or more commonly referred to as 
active capacities is where the real telecom operators 
start their bread-and-butter business from. As those 
active capacities are the telecom protocols of which 
operators start innovating in designing differentiated 
virtual telecom services among themselves to offer 
highly reliable telecom services to the different 
telecom market segments. 
As explained previously, this whitepaper focuses on 
the connections within the telecom operators core 
networks that are needed to carry the aggregated 
traffic  of the telecom services to the different telecom 
customer types, however we will not explain those 
different telecom services that customers can opt-in 
for. When discussing active capacity connections-as-a-
service, Telcos tend to buy limited capacities to meet 

https://www.iso.org/standard/20269.html


what they need at that specific point in time while 
considering a 20-30% buffer for sudden spikes of 
customer growth (depending on their 6-12 months 
forecasts that the business teams plan for) and grow 
on-demand as they require to serve their 
customers/markets. Such on-demand models are 
possible because Telcos can easily expand the active 
capacities once the physical infrastructure and 
connections are established. 
Another advantage for Telcos to opt-in for active 
capacities-as-a-service instead of investing in the 
physical infrastructure is that the Telcos can rely on the 
active service provider (usually a wholesale telecom 
provider) to guarantee the required resiliency and 
redundancy that is required by the telecom service 
provider. Before diving into the deferent type of active 
services that are available for a telecom service 
provider to lease or build on its own, it is important to 

briefly answer the question: What is the 
difference between resiliency and 
redundancy of telecom services?  
Redundancy is the duplication of system 
components in order to increase a system's 
dependability and the availability of a 
connection, while resilience connections 
refers to a system's ability to recover from a 
fault and maintain persistency of service 
dependability during faults. As explained 
above, its only once the physical optical dark fiber 
strand is connected to an active device, then this fiber 
is lit with optical signals and whereby a telecom 
services can be transported on. As depicted in Figure 
8, the dark fiber is connected to a port (generally an 
SFP port type is used) that is made of electronics, 
which are installed on pluggable Line Cards on the 
chassis of the Transport Network devices. Those 
chasses also host the processing unit cards that 
controls the entire commanding procedures that are 
configured and defined by the engineers operating 
those transport devices. 
The ports and Line Cards which the dark optical fiber is 
connected to, as well as the processing units of the 
actual transport devices, are all made of electronics. 
Thus, are always prone to failures and faults, therefore 
the need of constant maintenance as well as upgrades 
for the software (operating systems) and hardware 
components of those active devices. However, due to 
the crucial nature of telecom services in today's world, 
telecom service providers cannot afford downtimes of 
those active components. Therefore, operators design 
for active redundancy connections with auto-failover 
rerouting mechanisms (referred to as dynamic routing 

capabilities) for highly critical links within the core 
networks of the telecom service provider, to reroute 
traffic to other routes within micro-seconds during 
faults, to ensure that telecom services traffic are 
uninterrupted and customers do not feel the service 
interruptions. Such failures could occur to the fiber 
cable (cable cut along the path of the fiber), failures at 
the port level or at the Line Card or even at the device 
level, which could occur due to electrical power 
outages or even human errors during maintenance and 
upgrades. 
 It is also important to note that more investment will 
be required for each level of redundancy. Therefore, 
operators carefully plan the routes for the 
highly critical types of telecom services 
traffic, and the capacities 
required to 

transport all those types of traffic. Therefore, Telecom 
operators always consider the type of customers at 
specific geographic areas and the type of services that 
are being provided, when provisioning core transport 
connections which are in the multiples of 10's or 100's 
of Gigabits/sec capacity links. Now that we have 
covered a bit of details on the main characteristics of 
active capacities at the core telecom transport layer.  
 

What are the main types of active Capacity-

as-a-Service available for telecom operators? 
The Telecom wholesale industry has emerged since 
decades; however, it has grown massively in recent 
years to offer much more advanced connectivity 
services to telecom operators than just static dumb 
pipes. Telecom wholesale service providers have 



evolved their connectivity layer to offer Telcos not only 
international connectivity but even local connectivity 
at multiple layers of the network stack, mainly due to 
telecom markets becoming much more competitive 
whereby retail Telcos have also emerged fiercely 
targeting wider digital customer-base than traditional 
telecom end-users. 
As a result, wholesale Telcos these days are offering 
different kinds of active connectivity services such as 
Layer 1 DWDM wavelength products, Layer 1 SDH 
capacities, Layer 2 Ethernet services or even L3 IP 
connectivity Services based on MPLS networks. It must 
be highlighted that each of those connectivity products 
would have different redundancy and resiliency 
characteristics, at the same time it will also depend on 
the level of complexity that the Retail telecom 
operator would like to control on its own network and 
the number of geographical locations that an 
operators needs to cover. For example, a Retail 
telecom operator, could be subscribing for a 1Gbps 
Layer 2 Ethernet connectivity product from the 
wholesale provider to connect its Mobile cell tower 
back to its Mobile Core network. Meanwhile an MNO, 
may choose to subscribe to a DWDM lambda 
wholesale product, at its core network to ensure that 
active layers of the connectivity among its core 
network nodes are fully managed end-to-end by its 
own engineers to ensure meeting faster upgrade 
requirement, which is referred to as faster Time To 
Market (TTM), while managing its own fault and 
operations Service Level performances, with more cost 
efficient and higher economy of scale considerations. 
 

Conclusion  
With the growing demand of data traffic towards the 
internet by consumers to access Digital Services, and 
the ever-growing demand for every device to be 
connected; Retail Telecom operators are leaning 
towards managing their own Transport connectivity to 
guarantee the quality of Service (QoS) to end 
customers and ensuring differentiated competitive 
services. Such engineering requirements are set in 
place by operators to ensure smother evolution 
towards Digitization of industries and public services 
with the near-future technology advancements, such 
as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Virtual-Reality (VR), Edge 
Cloud Computing, Network Slicing, Network Function 
Virtualizations (NFV), Services Defined Networks 
(SDN), which all will put ultra-low latency and high 

 
9 WIK-Consult- The implications of BB business models on choice, 
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bandwidth requirements on the transport networks, 
to enable new industries to emerge such Vehicular to 
Everything (V2X), Smart Cities, Smart Living - Health 
Care, Smart Grid, Future Smart Factories, Industrial 
Automation, and much more.  
Meanwhile, wholesale Telcos are also improving their 
connectivity QoS to meet Retail telecom operators 
demand for active connectivity services. Thus, the 
emergence and fierce competition among Wholesale 
Telecom Service Providers and not only among Retail 
Telecom Service Providers. 
Wholesale Telcos offer many telecom services to Retail 
Telcos or even directly to large enterprise customers 
and government entities; however for wholesale 
connectivity services specifically, wholesalers mostly 
rely on each other to share the passive infrastructure 
when they cross borders for international connectivity 
services, meanwhile many telecom monopolies 
(especially incumbent telecom operators) do continue 
to dominate local telecom markets, and this is where 
at many jurisdictions the government intervenes by 
establishing Telecom Regulatory bodies mandated to 
regulate the telecom market and foster competition to 
attract investment at both the retail and wholesale 
telecom markets. 
Many Telecom regulatory bodies prefer to only 
monitor and lightly intervene (where required) to  
 
ensure a fair competitive-level playing field among the 
Telcos; however at certain jurisdictions and where the 
economics of the country requires, regulatory bodies 
realized that it is pivotal for the telecom industry to 
split the dominant incumbent operator in creating an 
independent regulated wholesale-only telecom 
provider, which focuses its activities only at wholesale 
connectivity products offered to retail telecom 
operators on an equivalent basis (and does not sell 
connectivity and broadband services directly to the 
mass-market); aiming to achieve fair competitive 
environment to enhance the end consumer economic 
welfare, while developing highly efficient wholesale 
connectivity products by avoiding the duplication of 
infrastructure among Telcos. A study9 presented that 
there was a greater diversity of offers in cities featuring 
a wholesale only passive network than in those which 
were characterized by competition between vertically 
integrated operators. 
More recently, the wholesale-only model is becoming 
popular to unlock investment in very high capacity 
networks, in cases where traditional Telcos have failed 



to upgrade their networks due to high costs10. Major 
initiatives have focused on serving innovation hubs 
and improving economic competitiveness, while 
supporting environmental objectives by limiting 
disruption from civil works and enabling remote 
working. We will dedicate a separate paper to discuss 
the economic benefits of creating a National 
Broadband Network (NBN) that offers wholesale 
services and the types of connectivity services that the 
NBN operator needs to efficiently provide. However, 
telecom regulatory bodies and policy makers are 
increasingly realizing the need to promote 
streamlined network deployments to address the 
emerging challenges of network densification for 
emerging technologies to enhance customer 
experience and investments in the overall Digital 
ecosystem, instead of the tradition Telecom 
investments while losing the big opportunities in the 
Digital Economy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

 
10 WIK Consult - The role of wholesale only models in future 
networks and applications 



 

 


